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Collaboration

Microsoft Teams delivers online meeting essentials plus AI-enabled features to help 
optimize meetings, reduce fatigue, and include everyone. Native features that work 
together seamlessly support remote end-to-end collaboration, so users can chat, call, 
share files, search, manage tasks, and co-author as a team before, during, and after 
meetings. This means your users don't lose productivity working across multiple interfaces 
and you save on the added complexity and maintenance of a multi-vendor solution.

Microsoft Teams helps minimize disruptions, save time, and make work easier by enabling 
users to bring the apps they use most—across chats, channels, and meetings—directly 
into Teams. These rich platform capabilities mean users have more ways to work together, 
not just meetings. Low- or No-code tools from Microsoft that integrate easily into Teams 
empower users to digitize everyday tasks and automate complex processes, so they can 
focus on valuable work—no matter if it is before, during, or after a meeting.

In Microsoft Teams, protecting your users and data is a key priority, built into the product. 
Critical native security features, that some other solutions lack, help prevent data loss, 
stop users from opening malicious files or links, or regulate access based on risk level, 
helping to keep your users and IP safe. But don't just take our word for it―we back our 
promise with strong contractual commitments for your peace of mind.

Make work easier with integrated apps, bots, and automated workflows.

Meet and collaborate seamlessly as a team from anywhere.

Protect users and data so you can work with confidence.

®Westelcom

Westelcom enables productive, intelligent, secure collaboration for your team—anywhere, anytime, on 
any device—with Office 365 and high-quality cloud-based solutions for file storage, document sharing 
and co-authoring, chat and video conferencing, and integration with your favorite third-party apps.

With Microsoft Teams, we help your team stay connected, collaborate seamlessly, 
and simplify work in a secure and compliant way—all in one place. 


